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INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS

PROFILE OF GRADUATE

 Graduates Logistics International are prepared to work in positions related

to the implementation of logistic operations both in domestic enterprises,

international corporations and as well in specialized service companies

(logistics providers), as well as international project management.

 The knowledge and skills predispose them to perform the tasks associated

with making the key decisions of logistics and perform management

functions.

 They are also prepared to run their own business. Acquired theoretical

knowledge and aroused scientific interest, allow them to continue their

education in college third degree (PhD).



KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES

KNOWLEDGE

 It has a general knowledge of international logistics and internationalization

of enterprises, as well as logistics policy dimension of corporate and

institutional.

 It has advanced knowledge of the international flow of goods, services and

capital with particular emphasis on the processes of international transport.

 He has specialist knowledge in the field of international transactions,

international accounting, corporate finance and logistics infrastructure;

 It has a current and useful knowledge of cultural factors, legal, political,

geographical and social shaping the international logistics market;
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SKILLS

 It has the skills for the planning, organizing and managing logistics

operations in international business.

 It has the skills necessary to create, conduct and implement of the

company operating in the logistics services market and take key

positions in the management of such companies.

 He can plan, organize and coordinate international flows of goods, from

their places of origin to points of consumption in the global economy.
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POWERS

 Can work independent, it is prepared for the creation, presentation and

implementation of own ideas, and make independent decisions.

 Knows how to work in interdisciplinary teams, has also managerial

competence regarding the current management team, as well as

working in crisis situations.

 In responsible manner implements the tasks entrusted to me, and if

necessary, creatively resolve the dilemmas associated with them,

especially taking into account the conditions of multicultural and

international.
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Specialization courses

 International Logistics
 Logistics management in international corporations
 International logistics infrastructure
 International supply chains and networks
 International transport
 Lean logistics
 Computerization of logistics processes
 Calculation and settlement of international transactions
 Marketing in international logistics
 The contract in international trade
 Logistical problems of metropolitan areas
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Work after graduation

Graduate has the necessary skills and knowledge to work in positions related to planning, organizing

and implementing the key decisions and operations of logistics companies (logistics manager, director

of logistics center). Graduate has in-depth knowledge of the performance of enterprises within the

national and international environment. He can lead independent economic activity as a logistics

provider or to provide logistics operations as a logistics operator or operator in multimodal entities

providing logistics services. Graduate analyses and anticipates complex implications of strategic

decisions of international business' entities taking into account wide spectrum of determinants of

international environment. Graduate has the knowledge and skills to undertake employment in

institutions and organizations related to international trade, as well as in the state administration.

After completing the Master program students have a wide range of opportunities to continue their

education during doctoral studies.
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Coordinator

 Dr hab. prof.UE Marta Wincewicz-Bosy, 
e-mail: m.bosy@gazeta.pl 

Katedra Międzynarodowych Stosunków 
Gospodarczych
ul. Komandorska 118/120, bud. B
53-345 Wrocław
tel.: 71 36 80 186 (sekretariat)
fax: 71 36 80 225
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Zapraszamy
Uniwersytet Ekonomiczny 
we Wrocławiu
ul. Komandorska 118/120
53-345 Wrocław
tel.: 71 368 01 00
fax: 71 367 27 78
e-mail: kontakt@ue.wroc.pl  
www.ue.wroc.pl/wydzial_ne

Studia na WNE to szansa na lepszą pracę i wyższe zarobki!
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